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Why did Condor Numbers Decline? Today, the California condor is regarded as one of the rarest
birds in the world. During that period, condors were a common resident of the Grand Canyon
judging by bones, feathers and eggshells found in caves where they once nested. A dramatic
range reduction occurred about 10, years ago, coinciding with the late Pleistocene extinction of
large mammals such as mastodons, giant ground sloths, camels, and sabre tooth cats that
condors fed on. By the time Europeans arrived in western North America, condors had retreated
to a stronghold along the Pacific coast from British Columbia to Baja California. The birds
managed to maintain a strong population until shooting, egg collecting, poisoning by cyanide
traps set for coyotes, power line collisions, general habitat degradation, and especially lead
poisoning began to take a heavy toll. Lead poisoning from ingesting fragments of lead
ammunition in the carcasses and gut piles they feed on remains the greatest threat to California
condors today. From the s to , there were scattered reports of condors in Arizona. But by the
late s, no condors remained outside of California and by , the total population had dwindled to
just 22 birds. Extinction loomed. What's Being Done to Save the Condor? As a result of the
continued downward spiral of the condor population, one of the longest wildlife recovery efforts
ever attempted began. The California condor was placed on the federal endangered species list
in Critical habitat was identified and mortality factors were studied. The U. But in the wild,
condor numbers continued to decline until by only nine wild birds remained A controversial
decision was made to bring all remaining condors into captivity, and the last wild bird was
captured on April 19, All hope for recovery was now placed on the captive breeding program
and the task was formidable. Condors aren't capable of reproducing until they are about six
years old and once a pair mate, only a single egg will normally be produced every year or two.
Because of these factors, recruitment into the population is very low. To offset this, captive
breeding techniques were developed in which eggs are removed as they are laid, usually
causing the captive condors to lay a second and sometimes a third egg. The extra eggs are
incubated and the chicks are raised by caretakers using a hand puppet shaped like a condor
head. The puppet prevents the young condors from imprinting on people, a phenomenon in
which a bird will identify more with humans than its own species. Some condor chicks are also
allowed to be raised by their parent birds. As a result, the captive condor population increased
dramatically from 27 birds in to the or so that are currently being held. Best of all, captive bred
condors were being released back into the wild in California beginning in January For the first
time since , condors were flying free in Arizona skies. Subsequent releases have occurred every
year since then. In October of , three condors were released into the wild on the Baja peninsula
of Mexico. It was the first flight of California condors there since The world total of California
condors today is around , more than half of which are in the wild. Although still endangered and
facing ongoing challenges such as lead poisoning, they've come a long way since numbering
just 22 in Explore This Park. As a result, the captive condor population increased dramatically
from 27 birds in to the or so that are currently being held Best of all, captive bred condors were
being released back into the wild in California beginning in January You Might Also Like.
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Survey. Condor made her debut as love-obsessed teen Lara Jean Song Covey in the rom-com,
which was based on a book series by Jenny Han. The film became a massive success for the
streamer , skyrocketing Condor to A-list status, turning costar Noah Centineo into the internet's
boyfriend , and spawning two sequels also based on Han's novels. The second movie was
released in , while the third and final film is set for release on February Condor told Self that in
addition to the first "TATB" film becoming more popular than she thought possible, she
experienced "emotional whiplash" from filming a gritty Syfy series called "Deadly Class. She
continued: "I was so burned out I would go home at night and I couldn't speak. I couldn't eat. I
couldn't sleep. I would shake going to bed and shake waking up because it was just so much
stimulation. Condor said that she reached a breaking point and finally dropped her upbeat
facade during a phone call with her team. No one knew. Condor said that being transparent with
her team, plus the support of her parents, helped her to rebuild her mental health. You can
rebook your flights free of charge up to 14 days before departure. Summer flights are now
available! Experience the joy of traveling again. Put a smile on your friend's face with our
friendship voucher. As we all know, joy shared is twice as nice. Condor has updated its sports
equipment regulations, in particular the maximum allowed dimensions and the weight
allowance for surf boards. Keep up to date with special offers, destination information and news
from Condor's world. You'll always be well informed. Book with confidence: No rebooking fees
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information and news from Condor's world. She made her acting debut starring as Jubilee in
the superhero film X-Men: Apocalypse , and gained international recognition for portraying Lara
Jean Covey in the romantic-comedy film series To All the Boys I've Loved Before â€” In ,
Condor portrayed the assassin Saya Kuroki in Syfy 's action drama series Deadly Class , based
on the Rick Remender comic book series of the same name. Within two months of posting her
first video to YouTube in February , Condor's channel had over , subscribers and more than 9.
Condor has been dating singer and actor Anthony De La Torre since From Wikipedia, the free
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Condor. There are few things you'd think celebrities could do to surprise people nowadays.
Now, the actor is getting more personal with her fans by starting her own YouTube channel.
According to her first post that was uploaded Feb. She also hints that the videos she plans on
posting will consist of backstage footage, her life, and of course, makeup tutorials. Condor goes
on to explain her love for peachy eyeshadows to match her skin tone. The new beauty vlogger
also discusses tips for how she applies eyeshadow on her smaller eyelids. You want to use
small and windshield wiper motions and build the crease. Condor spills some of her other
beauty secrets, including using a dry spoolie to brush out her eyelash extensions, how she
loves a baby wing in her eyeliner, and how she lets her concealer dry down right before
blending it out with a makeup sponge. She also loves to rehydrate her makeup using a setting
spray. Although it was her first tutorial, it's clear that Condor has all the makings of a beauty
YouTuber. And after watching her tutorial, you'll definitely want to join in. By Ari Bines. Close
Menu. A mild mannered CIA researcher, paid to read books, returns from lunch to find all of his
co-workers assassinated. Rentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to
finish once started. More purchase options. By ordering or viewing, you agree to our Terms.
Sold by Amazon. Share Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb Lightbulb. Related Details. Customers who
watched this item also watched. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The thriller aspects are suspenseful
thanks to Pollack's driven pace and haunting scenarios that keep you on edge. The long

running sequences down streets and hallways are unnerving. Pollack gives so much detail into
the world of spies that you are enchanted by his mysterious world of cloak and dagger terror.
The writing from Lorenzo Semple Jr. This film not only predicts the U. The Bourne Identity
completely ripped off 3 Days of the Condor hard. This film addresses CIA infiltration, secret
operations, and government sanctioned assassins. It's all interesting as it is haunting.
Redford's natural charisma is on full display as you are really rooting for this CIA researcher
turned improvisational field operative. His charms and intelligent lead into a highly understated
performance that leaves you shook. Similarly, the mighty Swedish acting legend Max von
Sydow gives a subtle and complex performance as Joubert. To say more about his acting would
spoil too much, so I will simply state that Sydow is as skilled at acting as any of the greats. He
is hypnotizing every moment he is on screen. Chilling and calculating as you never suspect
what he will do or say next. Faye Dunaway is brilliant as the snappy photographer and
kidnapping victim due to Redford's hazardous situation. She is gorgeous and funny as the love
interest and gives her character a realistic nervousness and charming wit. She pulls off a
difficult role with certain restrictions and still comes across as smart and endearing in 3 Days of
the Condor. Dunaway has tender chemistry alongside Redford. Their sultry affair is as hot as
the bullets fired in 3 Days of the Condor. Higgins played by Cliff Robertson. One of cinema's
most elusive characters. He represents the safety of the country and the tumultuous
relationship with ethics that the CIA finds itself within at all times. Robertson excellently
captures a man at odds with what is right and what he is ordered to carry out. Overall, 3 Days of
the Condor is a highly refined espionage narrative with thrilling shoot outs, fight scenes, love
scenes, chase sequences, political intrigue, and government scandal with a foresight that is
astounding decades after its release. Absolutely beautiful Blu-ray re-mastering of a film that
loses none of its commentary on Nixon era shenanigans that play out to our present crisis in
leadership. Robert Redford is gorgeous, minus his mustache. The imagery is so crisp, clear and
vibrant that it seems as if it were recently filmed. Good cast, good director and good story. If
this were made into a movie today the story would come off as fresh and entertaining. It is a
really good movie that holds up to time and I include it in my Robert Redford spy trilogy with
Spy Game and Sneakers. This one has Redford being a desk jockey that gets entangled as an
Everyman into the Machiavellian machinations of the "higher ups" with real spies doing their
best to remove him. Some will say that there wasn't enough explanation at least laid out prior to
it happening of the Inciting Incident. This might be a deficiency for some but the story is really
about Redford's character figuring out someone wants him dead doesn't matter who originally
did and how to survive the onslaught of professionals out to make sure it happens. This movie
was made previous to Jason Bourne, Taken, and Die Hard so yes, its pacing heats up at a
different rate but it is effective and it is quicker paced than Frantic. Better than most of the
offerings on Prime. Well written and well acted with one caveat: The dialogue right before the
sex scene and the sex scene itself. In this one scene the dialogue makes a dramatic swerve into
art film territory with non-sequiturs. It's like another author wrote that scene. And the idea that
she'd have sex with him at that point and under these circumstances was completely
unbelievable and inauthentic to the rest of the story. The editing of the sex scene itself is also
strange "artsy"? It looks to me like they had three camera shots and just replayed them 3 times
with choppy editing. Very odd. Putting that scene aside, overall the movie is smart and well
paced with plenty of suspense, twists, and turns. What's sad is that the plot involving greed and
corruption was as relevant today as it was 40 years ago.. The only thing that really marks it as a
70's movie is the music - whoo boy! The action scenes from the outset are typical Hollywood,
where people get shot and immediately fall down dead - no screaming, no vomiting, no gagging,
no thrashing about, just lying down dead. Much worse is the sense I had during the entire
movie, including the end, that I had no idea what was happening or why; even the supposed
explanation was simply not believable. Finally, the relationship between the characters played
by Redford and Dunaway became totally weird if not offensive. I give it 3 stars because the
acting was terrific and the production values very high, but for entertainment I'd generously
give it 1. I first saw this in its original theater release. Considering the time span from then until
now, it's an outstanding film. An intriguing story that is thought provoking should capture your
attention. Again, it is, of course, dated, so you have to accept the lack of sophisticated
electronics. But the performances, especially those of Redford and von Sydow, are excellent.
And for this female, there is the joy of watching the young Robert Redford. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. While he is literally "out to lunch" his colleagues are killed by a
mysterious unit led by a wonderfully understated Max Von Sydow. Upon discovering his
slaughtered co-workers, Redford then embarks on a personal mission of survival to find out the
reason why. I have only recently moved over from DVD to BluRay, but in comparison to the
Region 1 DVD edition I have of this film, the difference in quality is quite dramatic; the year-old

print looks superb, with terrific sharpness and depth of field thanks to the higher resolution.
Long may Eureka continue to deliver releases like this. I won't review the film. I loved it as a kid
I was a weird kid and I still love it now. Redford is calm, quiet and intelligent. Faye Dunaway is
vulnerable. Max Von Sydow is cold, clinical and professional. It is, of course presented in its
original 2. The extras on this film are sparse but good, with a retrospect of director Sydney
Pollack's career showing just how eclectic but reliable he was in his career 60 mins ; also a
short documentary 22 mins with film historian Sheldon Hall about the genesis of the film, or the
film that never was; and the original theatrical trailer 3 mins ; and lastly a 32 page booklet which
I'll admit I haven't yet read. It's altogether a very classy package and I think only really missing
one element: There's no commentary on the film. I understand that there can't be a director's
commentary, but I'm sure a film historian or critic could have filled in if not Redford himself. I
am though still very pleased with the package as a whole. D J Jackson: Passionate about Film.
We watched the Blu-ray. We have found all the Eureka DVDs we have purchased to be excellent
quality so far. The picture was fresh and clean, and the sound was excellent on this one. It is
well over 25 years since my husband and I last watched this film, and we had forgotten just how
gripping it is. And the plot still appears relevant even all these years later. Robert Redford is
eminently watchable, with an intelligent, measured performance. There is no carpet-chewing, or
gung-ho over-acting, just good, clever plot, tight economical performances, especially by Max
von Sydow as the hired assassin, and some nice location-shooting, particularly in New York.
This remains an excellent, exciting and enjoyable film, with the power to shock, and with a
pleasingly enigmatic ending. It is still well worth a top star rating. I watched the Blu Ray and it is
a superb transfer - filmed in Panavision the transfer has bars top and bottom and is just
gorgeous to look at. Excellent sound and optional English subtitles plus an informative booklet
add up to a great buy. The extras as usual with Eureka are listed here on the Amazon web page.
The film is on the surface a political thriller, full of paranoia and mistrust. Who is to be trusted?
Even tho I have seen the film before, not for many years, there were still plenty of surprises.
Redford makes for a believable hero and Dunaway, in a rather wasted role scores well. For me
the film is stolen by Max Von Sydow as a ruthless assassin he must have done a little jig when
he was offered the script - "this I can have fun with"!! Plenty of action, a gripping plot and
interesting New York location work make this a film to enjoy, and think about in today's political
climate. Rubbish transfer. We so need balance! This is u believably poor quality for a HD
transfer!! There are moments in the film where Redford is talking on the office staircase with the
old colleague and their flesh tones actually disappearlike someone has just crayoned over the
detail. At another point, on the street, Redford has a building in the background that has a wall
that appears to have radioactive fizz oozing out of it! Does nobody at your company perform
quality control checks?! I could have mastered this in my sleepso, obviously, did you Paid a
fiverstill feel robbed. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose
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2. S2, Ep1. Error: please try again. Joe is travelling in Europe when he is approached by a
Russian agent, who says he can identify a mole within the CIA in exchange for protection. Joe
begins to realise that escaping his old life may be impossible. S2, Ep2. Joe makes a new
discovery in the hunt for the mole. While surveilling a potential lead, he learns that he is not the
only one wa
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tching. S2, Ep3. Joe is lured back into the danger zone when he suspects that Bob's killer and
mole may be the same person. S2, Ep4. Reuel gets a nightly visit and realises that he ended up
in the middle of an unexpected conflict. Kat defies her own judgment when helping an old
friend. S2, Ep5. Joe doubts that Gordon is guilty and continues to search for alternative
theories. S2, Ep6. Mae is haunted by pressing questions about the death of her husband. Caleb
tells Joe about his CIA source. S2, Ep7. Tracy and Mae decide to go into hiding for a while. Joe
has finally found out where Vasili is and works on a reunion. S2, Ep8. Kat witnesses when Volk
takes the law into his own hands. Mae's discussions with Senator Thrush have unintended

consequences. S2, Ep9. Joe runs out of options and is forced to put his loved ones at great risk.
Mae makes tough demands on Reuel. S2, Ep See also TV Schedule. Add episode. SXSW
Episodic. My TV Series. Volgende series. Share this page:. Clear your history.

